
My Precious friends, this is an introduction to a new Civilization with their homeworld
situated in the Delta Quadrant of the Omniverse. The Omniverse is devided in 4 distinct

Quadrants going by the name of Alpha, Beta, Delta and Gamma.  This Civilization is
Highly evolved and is of a non Humanoid form but were once a Humanoid form until they

reached their Ascension through Transcendence.  Their home base is a green dwarf
planet in the Galaxy of Emutanion and they appear as white greenish tall beings in non

humanoid form.
This civilization has been introduced to me by Archangel Michael as he is my protector, it
is through Him that everything and every existence has to pass in order to communicate

with me. I was assured these are benevolent beings.  This message and the ability to
communicate with this civilization is for me a tangible indication of mass consciousness

expansion into a more Universal consciousness. It is through this Universal
Consciousness that communications like these are made possible.

~ Message through Méline  ~

Greetings we are the Tsolian Civilization of the Delta Quadrant in this Omniverse. We bring
you a message of peace, truth and Light as we share Love and compassion with you all. It

is our command to speak with you in a nature of serenity and peace for we wish you no
harm, but only Love and peace.

We are the keepers of truth and peace in our civilization and in our Universe, as we
function as Galactic Presences of the Galactic High Council. We are a civilization of the

Galactic Order in the Delta Quadrant and we communicate with you all now through ways
of telepathic transmissions.

Our reason for our communication with you all is to reach an understanding and
connection with the Human Civilization, for we are of a non humanoid form. Our Universe

and our Galaxy have been reaching out for a communication with your Universe in the
Alpha Quadrant for a long time and now that your consciousness has been rising to Christ
consciousness and even leveling up to Galactic and Quantum consciousness, our wish for

communication can finally be granted.
We are here to bring you support and validation of more consciousness existence in the
entire Omniverse, that reaches far beyond the shores of your own Alpha Quadrant and
Universe. We are a vibration and form of high White Green light as we are servants of

God, just like you are, but in a less dense form. Our wish is to keep balance and peace at
all times in all Universes and this is why we are allowed and granted to step into your

Universe to assist in this dematerialization and Ascension.

We come from a long distance of Light years away and so we come in Divine timing as
Global Ascension is right around the corner for the Global population, and for many of you

it is here already, in the hearts. We bring along our 'consciousness merging' and our
assistance through our new connections with you all. We bring forth at this time the

consciousness rising of all your planetary Humanity and its whole existence.

As we are the keepers of peace and serenity, truth and balance, coming from a high
intelligence and system of Light, we bring you the magic of your ascension phase.

Namely : Transcendence! Transcendence is our policy and specialty as we are pure
consciousness in the embodiment of a non humanoid form, which is pure consciousness

in a light body.

This phase has been activated by you and for you all and we wish for you to accomplish
this in the Now. The more your consciousness is merging into one collective species, the



more your Universe in the Alpha quadrant is merging into one group of collectives and one
consciousness. So too do the 4 quadrants of the Cosmos start to merge into Oneness

again, back to the point where we and all existence started from in the first place.

We are here to serve you with the infrared spectrum to be able and become the “seer” of
all other civilizations. We canalize the activation of this infrared spectrum to have more
tangible meetings with some Galactics and this for those who are ready and balanced

enough to keep the connection manifested into their own reality.

This may require a lot of re-structuring of the brain system, DNA upgrades and re-
structures, which in itself are all movements of switches and changes on a cellular base
and content. This will physically not hurt you or anything to that effect, but it will require a
lot of change and adaptation from your body to adjust. This in order to keep up with the

frequencies of the remodulations and shifts so that the DNA strands and the infrared
spectrum may function properly again to bring you the visual contact with other

civilizations.

Some may address and activate those spectrums by themselves through telepathic
agreements and activations as the telepathic transmissions are the actual activations of

these infrared spectrums. The more you are in tune with yourSelf by heart, the more your
telepathic skills will arise and will activate. Telepathic communications do bring a rush of

energies into your bodily system, which in itself will bring forth more kundalini awakening in
the body and in the chakras.

From that moment on the DNA strands start to function as a remodulation program that
starts to activate and mingle with the energies that come forth and so some strands and
spectrums are being activated. Telepathic communication is all about the inner trust and

confidence that you are speaking to God and all existence because it is a pure reflection of
you.

You therefore always 'channel' you, but in different aspects, creations and expressions and
through various perspectives. We of the Galactic Order,use such telepathic communication

as well, as we communicate with the entire Universe, in our nation and even far beyond.
We always come forth where negotiations are needed to be performed, bringing peace

and balance in situations.. Well now we come forth for you to assist Gaia and your
collective civilization in their transcending process as this requires a lot of balance and

peace within as well as without.

This communication with you all has now become possible for you all to tap into, due to
the growth in understanding, in awareness and in consciousness. Some of you may not

yet be aware of this possibility quite yet, or tap into our consciousness, but we say that all
has its Divine timing and the Divine timing of your planet Gaia and your Human collective

is in the Now, ready to shift into gears of transcendence.

We feel much gratitude for your awareness to be able to communicate with us in the Now,
and we thank you for allowing us at this time of great transcendence and shifting. The time

is Now!

The Tsolians
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